Sash assembly station FMS 2713

The cost-effective alternative for the assembly of fittings to window sashes - as separate workplace or in a production line.

Characteristic features:
- Table covered with guide rails
- Ergonomic working due to table tilting adjustment up to 10°
- Fitting scanning device for centric and constant gear positions
- Precision linear bearing for screw unit and corner hinge drilling machine (FMS 2713-A)

Optional extras:
- Fitting punch or fitting shears
- Adapter kit for an external punch with pneumatic control
- Fitting magazine with 33 compartments and 7 angular supports

Optional extras for FMS 2713-A only:
- Feed screwdriver with pneumatic depth stop
- Drilling machine for corner hinge drilling

Technical data:
- Air pressure (bar): 6 - 8
- Voltage (V): 230
- Machine dimensions L x D x H (mm): 2,700 x 1,300 x 900 (without fitting magazine)
- Weight (kg): 150

FMS 2713-A with feed screwdriver and fitting punch (optional extra)